
Admin Office
RTM On The
Main 90th Street
Luxurious
Finishing
Cairo >> New Cairo City

ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICES

FOR SALE

1 BATHROOMS

55 SQM

PRICE:

3960000 EGP 
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Admin Office RTM on the Main 90th Street luxurious finishing

An administrative office, ready to work, on the
main 90th Street, with luxurious finishing
2 administrative offices for sale or rent in the main northern 90th Street

The office is 55 m

Possibility of joining the two offices

Good finishes

Floor 4

High-quality administrative building

The price is 72000 pounds per meter

Investing in a fully finished administrative office on the main 90th Street is an ideal

opportunity for many companies and institutions. Its excellent location and ready-to-use

design provide a unique opportunity to provide a comfortable and professional work

environment that enhances productivity and attracts customers

Ninety Street, Fifth Settlement
And Teseen Street passes through the Fifth Settlement completely from the end of NA

Road at the Ring Road to Lotus. It is characterized by the fact that it connects between the

Fifth Settlement and the important main roads outside Cairo, as it connects the northern

ninety by Ismailia Road and the southern ninety by Ain Sokhna Road.

The most important neighborhoods

Lotus neighborhood

The Lotus neighborhood is located in front of the American University and you can reach it

through the 90th Street. The Lotus neighborhood is divided into: Northern Lotus, and

Southern Lotus.

Andalus district

Description

https://nileestate.com/en/property-details/administrative-offices-for-rent-in-teseen-street-new-cairo-1571814
https://nileestate.com/en/property-details/fantastic-offices-for-sale-in-the-portal-beverly-hills-sheikh-zayedadministrative-officegiza-sheikh-zayed-beverly-hills-3125592
https://nileestate.com/en/property-details/for-rent-offices-in-cairo-business-parkadministrative-officecairo-new-cairo-5th-settlement-9505455


The Andalus neighborhood is the second largest neighborhood in terms of fame after the

Lotus neighborhood

It is also close to the American University and other universities and institutes, and its

proximity to Ninety Street. It is also characterized by green spaces and wide streets that do

not reach the street to more than 16 meters.
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Property Consultant

 

Mohammad Degheady 

01222126844
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